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1 Introduction

Distributed sensor networks have been in the focus of researchers since the early 1990s.
There was a trend to move from the centralized, super reliable, powerful and expensive
platform to a large number of cheap, decentralized and potentially unreliable components
that as a group are capable of far more complex tasks than any individual super node. The
wireless sensor networks (WSN) are formed by one or more base stations (sinks), where the
collected information or data is sent, and a large number of sensors distributed over the
monitored area and connected through radio links. Sensors are low-cost and low-power tiny
nodes equipped with limited sensing, computing, power, memory and radio communication
capabilities. They typically have an irreplaceable power source, designed for single usage,
and are deployed in an unplanned manner.

Since the life-cycle of a sensor node typically ends when it’s energy source is depleted, the
energy efficiency of the network is of paramount importance. There are several techniques
to achieve energy efficiency. The Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for sensor
networks are usually optimized for power consumption through some kind of distributed
synchronization such as the use of duty cycles[1] or based on preconstructed energy-balanced
topology[2]. Another low level solution is the usage of a second radio called wake up radio,
which does not need data processing capabilities, and is therefore highly energy efficient;this
radio is just used for waking up the neighboring nodes when needed[3]. Energy efficiency
can be achieved on higher levels as well. In the literature many energy efficient routing
algorithms were proposed such as [4], as well as data aggregation techniques[5] for reducing
the overall traffic. One can say that usually the energy efficient solutions trade energy for
throughput and latency[6].

The family of sleep scheduling protocols like[7][8] is the closest to our approach. The
main assumption of such protocols is that the network is over deployed and the nodes close
to each other are measuring similar values. However, the main goal of these methods is to
keep as many nodes in sleep mode as possible, while maintaining the sampling integrity as
well as a coherent topology, so as to provide access to the sink from each awaken node in
the network by means of multi-hop routing. Since the sleep scheduling methods proposed
in the literature are usually unaware of measurements, they can’t adapt to the environment,
which causes significant sampling errors in a changing environment. Further, as shown in
a recent survey[9], they do not support mobility either. Another disadvantage of existing
sleep scheduling solution arises in event driven sensor networks. The dynamically occurring
and disappearing events render existing sleep scheduling techniques like[10] unusable[9].
In an event driven environment some level of distributed and adaptive event forecasting
in required. These problems motivated my research aiming at developing novel adaptive
and measurement aware solutions for sensor networks that are able to cope with dynamic
environments as well as event driven WSNs to achieve high energy savings.

I approached the problem in three main and relatively distinct phases. First, I have
exploited the energy saving potentials of a single (measurement aware) node, without
cooperation, in a time-driven environment. Second, I have examined the same potentials in
case of cooperating nodes, and finally I have focused on event-driven environments where I
proposed solutions building on the distributed event forecasting potentials of cooperating
sensor nodes.

In the first phase, I have analyzed the statistical properties of samples collected from
a real, over deployed sensor network and in Theses group I. I proposed an adaptive
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local prediction technique which significantly outperforms the zero-order hold (ZOH)
extrapolation method. The proposed approach is based on continuous adaptation, dynamic
prediction and error rate monitoring related to the measurements of a given sensor. The
method exploits and monitors the redundancy (like autocorrelation) in the measurements
of a single node.

Then, in the second phase I have studied the spatial redundancies between nodes, and
as a continuation of my work, in Theses group I. I proposed an adaptive sleep scheduling
method that is aware of measurements and can dynamically exploit the spatial correlation
between nodes, as well as balance the energy consumption of the network. The basic
idea is that the nodes in the network are partially monitoring each other’s measurements,
dynamically learn the linear relations among them (if any), eliminate (send to sleep) the
redundant nodes, and estimate the deficient data.

Finally, in the last phase I focused on event driven environments and in Theses group
II. I proposed an event forecasting framework and an O(n2) anytime instance-based[11]
method for forecasting rare events in wireless sensor networks. The method provides
bounded confidence for each forecast, it is fully distributed and robust, and it does not
require hard time synchronization, or localization. I also proposed a method to estimate
the speed of a noise source and a non i.i.d. event generator that can mimic the events
received by a network deployed to monitor vehicular traffic.

2 Research Objectives

The objective of this dissertation is to develop fully distributed, adaptive methods that
can exploit the redundancy in time-driven networks, as well as semi-logical patterns in
event-driven[12][13] wireless sensor networks, with the purpose to enable autonomic sleep
scheduling in a constantly changing environment. A large number of scheduling mechanisms
were already proposed in the literature; however, virtually none of them supports dynamic
environments or mobility[9]. This is mainly because the proposed solutions are not aware
of the measurements.

The first goal of my research was to investigate the possibility of using chaotic process
forecasting techniques to enable independent (without cooperation or external assistance)
sleep scheduling of nodes in the network. The proposed method requires minimal compu-
tational overhead, and it allows sleep scheduling without any communication overhead.
Based on the knowledge and experience obtained during the first approach, the second goal
of my research was to develop novel correlation-aware distributed sleep scheduling schemes
that can support dynamically changing environments. The proposed method exploits the
spatial correlation structure of measurements, and can achieve significant energy savings.

Finally, the third goal of my research was to develop distributed event forecasting
schemes for event-driven[14][15] sensor networks that are based on explicit (such as fuzzy
rules, time-space signatures) rather than implicit (such as neural network like black box
modeling) knowledge, that can forecast various discrete events in the network and can
provide (reliable) confidence levels with each new forecast. This information can be used
in many applications, including dynamic sleep scheduling.
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3 Methodology

To achieve the goals mentioned above, a combination of mathematical modeling, network
simulations and network measurements were applied. When investigating the situation, I
combined the techniques mentioned above whenever possible to validate the results and to
gain a better insight into the problem. During sample analysis, I applied mathematical tools
from mathematical statistics, control theory and signal processing in order to investigate
various forecasting possibilities.

In Theses I. I used mainly control theory and first-order optimization techniques to
develop the analytical background of the proposed solution. I relied heavily on mathematical
statistics to derive analytical relations, proofs and evaluations, and to lay down the analytical
background of the proposed methods. Then I applied comparative simulations and empirical
as well as analytical analysis of the results.

In Theses II. I used mainly algebra, mathematical statistics and partly fuzzy set theory
to deal with reasoning and form the analytical background of the proposed event forecasting
method. Then I applied comparative simulations and empirical analysis of the results.

For the simulations, I used the MATLAB and the SIMULINK numerical computing
environment and fourth-generation programming language.
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4 New Results

4.1 Dynamic Sleep Scheduling System (DSS)

The first goal of my research was to investigate the possibility of using chaotic process
forecasting techniques to enable independent sleep scheduling of nodes in the network.
This is done based on redundancies in the samples measured by a particular sensor, and is
called Local Extrapolation (LE) subsystem. Since the sleep scheduling is based on local
measurements, there is no need for external assistance and thus there is no communication
overhead.

The second goal of my research was to develop novel spatial-correlation aware distributed
sleep scheduling schemes[16] which can support dynamically changing environments. In
order to detect spatial-correlations in the measurements, the cooperation of nodes is
necessary[17][18]. The proposed method incorporates the adaptive regression method
(ARM) which can track one distant node, detect correlation and eliminate the redundancy.
The final Dynamic Sleep Scheduling system (DSS) executes as many adaptive regression
method instances as many other nodes does the DSS track. The system uses LE as a
fallback mechanism, when the network is disrupted.

Thesis I. [J1] [C1] [C2] [C3] [C4] I’ve proposed a robust Dynamic Sleep Scheduling
(DSS) system equipped with emergency fallback named Local Extrapolation (LE). DSS is
correlation aware, adaptive, supports mobility and balances power without the need for
offline pre-computations or dedicated phases. I have evaluated it module-by-module as well
as on a system level.

4.1.1 Local Extrapolation (LE) Architecture

This adaptive and distributed sleep scheduling strategy enable the nodes to enter sleep
mode in such a way to maintain the overall sensing capabilities of the network. The
proposed local extrapolation (LE) method addresses the problem of energy efficient sensing
by adapting the sleep schedules of sensors without any external information, exploiting
only the redundancy in the measured samples of a given sensor.

Thesis I.1. [C1] [C2] I’ve proposed a low memory footprint, sample aware, adaptive, sleep
scheduling architecture based on a dual-mode FIR/IIR continuous adaptation and variable
length forecaster. I have empirically shown that the proposed Local Extrapolation (LE)
method using the dynamic predictor outperforms the same method with static predictor by
around 40%, and that LE using static predictor outperforms the Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH)
signal reconstruction scheme by nearly 50% in prediction MSE.

In a dynamic, event-driven WSN (e.g., a system to support road traffic management)
information dissemination is a complex task, and the disseminated data can turn obsolete
before it reaches its target. In addition, the correlation between nodes can change constantly.
Since low power consumption is essential, local extrapolation, which does not suffer from
any communication overhead, might be considered. My approach is based on continuous
adaptation, error tracking and dynamic sleep phase management. The forecasting subsystem
(in our case an adaptive FIR/IIR filter) tries to forecast samples and based on the resulting
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error the forecasting subsystem is adapted. The error in each step is continuously evaluated
and if the moving average is less than a Uerr (user specified target) then multiple samples are
recursively forecasted and the particular node goes to sleep mode for a predetermined time
interval, independently of others. The number of forecasted samples is directly proportional
to the error rate of the predictor.

Algorithm 1. requires three parameters that the user is required to set and two parameters
for which we give an estimation method. The N is the system order of the FIR/FIR
(Finite/Infinite Impulse Response digital filter) predictor, µ is the (gradient descent)
stepping factor described later, Uerr is the user specified error rate, and finally Atp and Btp
(which we can estimate) defines the linear relation between the error rate and the number
of sleeping periods. For simplicity the following pseudo code follows the MATLAB’s matrix
manipulation syntax. First (line 1-2) we initialize the e error vector, the b FIR parameters
and the x input buffer. The first step in the main cycle (line 3) is to try to forecast a
sample ahead (line 4) in order to monitor the actual forecasting error. Then, we sample the
environment (line 5) and store the sample in the x vector (line 6). After that we compute
the squared forecasting error and store it in the e error vector (line 7); then, we adapt the
model to the sample (line 8).

Algorithm 1 Local extrapolation (LE) algorithm (N , µ, Uerr, [Atp, Btp])

1: e = ones(N, 1)
2: b = [0, 0, .., 0]T ; x = [1, 0, .., 0]T

3: while (true)
4: y = bTx //forecast
5: l = sample() //sampling the environment
6: x(3 : end) = x(2 : end−1); x(2) = l
7: e(2 : end) = e(1 : end−1); e(1) = (l − y)2

8: bnew = bold + 2µe(1)x //adaptation
9: if (mean(e) ≤ Uerr)
10: tp=round((Uerr −mean(e)) ∗ Atp +Btp)
11: for i = 1 to tp
12: yp(i) = bTx //forecast
13: x(3 : end) = x(2 : end−1); x(2) = yp(i)
14: send(to bts, yp) //multiple forecast for BTS
15: goToSleepMode(tp) //sleep for tp

If the mean of the squared errors stored in e is below the Uerr user specified error (line
9), then we recursively forecast tp samples ahead (line 11-13) and send them to the base
station (line 14). During forecasts, the FIR filter becomes an IIR filter since the feedback.
The tp number of forecasted samples is directly proportional to the Uerr −mean(e) error
(line 10). After the multiple forecast, the node goes to sleep mode (line 15) for a tp interval.
After the node wakes up, we begin the main cycle (line 3) again.

For further details and results see the Independent Sleep Scheduling Architecture
chapter 2.1 through 2.5 in the dissertation
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Figure 1: Comparison of ZOH with static (LE(S)) and dynamic (LE(D)) predictions (µ
independent variable, MSE (a), sleep ratio (b))

4.1.2 Comparison and parameter sensitivity analysis

In order to explore the capabilities of the model, I empirically analyzed its behavior while
I changed the order of the predictor and the stepping factor. For simulations I used
the MATLAB & SIMULINK numerical computing environment and fourth-generation
programming language.
In Fig. 1 we can see the sleep ratio and the sampling error of three schemes. The Zero
Order Hold (ZOH) signal reconstruction scheme represents the main frame of reference,
since by changing the ZOH sleep ratio we get a different static monitoring network with
different sampling rates. The LE(S) Local Extrapolation with Static forecasting is basicly
the proposed local extrapolation method where tp = 5 constantly. The LE(D) Local
Extrapolation with Dynamic forecasting is the (non-limited) Local Extrapolation method
proposed in Thesis I.1.

In Fig. 1 (b) we demonstrate that LE(S) and LE(D) methods are matched in a way to
ensure that both the static and dynamic methods are sleeping in equal ratio, where we also
matched the ZOH method to both of them. This assures valid comparison of the sampling
error.

Fig. 1 (a) measures the sampling error versus different user specified error constraints.
As we can see the LE(D) or just LE has the lowest average sampling error, the second
lowest is the static LE(S) and finally the ZOH performed the worst for any given Uerr. In
other words the proposed method with dynamic prediction can provide the most acurrate
sampling where the energy consumption is the same for each method. As the simulation
results shows, LE(D) performs better than any static monitoring network with any sampling
rate in our scenario, while it does not have any communication, significant memory nor
computation overhead.

For further details and results see the Independent Sleep Scheduling Architecture
chapter 2.6 through 2.7 in the dissertation

4.1.3 Adaptive Regression Method (ARM)

The Dynamic Sleep Scheduling Method (DSS) incorporates the Adaptive Regression Method
(ARM) which can track one distant node, detect correlation and eliminate the redundancy.
The DSS executes as many adaptive regression method instances as many other nodes does
the DSS track.
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The second phase of DSS development was to propose a method that can detect
correlation between two nodes and dynamically eliminate the redundancy, within a user
specified error bound. This is done without the need for offline pre-computations, dedicated
phases, or base station assistance; thus, it can be utilized in a fully distributed manner.
After eliminating these redundancies, the algorithm can estimate the deficient data based
on the learned relations in a way to ensure that the energy consumption of sensors is near
minimal and balanced.

Thesis I.2. [J1] [C3] I’ve proposed an Adaptive Regression Method (ARM), which can
discover correlations among measurements of two nodes, can eliminate the redundancy
using asymptotically optimal power consumption, and equalize the remaining power among
nodes. Its extrapolation MSE is better by a factor of ten than that of its reference, using
the same amount of power.

Algorithm 2 Adaptive Regression on node ni (SFifoSize, Uerr, tp)

1: sampleFIFO = zeros(length(SFifoSize))
2: a = 1; b = 0 //first forecast is the same x sample
3: while(true)
4: x = sample() //local node ni sampling the environment to x
5: [y,Bj] = receive(′[y,B]′, nj) //receiving a distant sample and power status
6: push(sampleFIFO, [x, y]) //storing the [local:x, distant:y] data pairs
7: [a, b, ainv, binv] = LinReg(sampleFIFO) //updating the linear parameters
8: if(expErr(sampleFIFO,Bi, Bj) ≤ Uerr)
9: send(ni to nj, goSleep(Bi, ainv, binv))
10: if(Bi < Bj)
11: sleep(tp) //sleeping for a tp interval
12: else
13: for i = 1 to tp
14: x = sample() //ni sampling the environment
15: send(ni to bts, x) //ni sending the sample to the bts
16: y = ax+ b //ni approximating the sleeping nj node’s sample
17: send(nj to bts, y) //sending it in behalf of the node nj

The adaptive regression is a continuous algorithm. After the initialization (lines 1-2), in
each iteration (line 3) we are sampling the environment and waiting for a sample from the
monitored (distant) node nj, along with its power level Bj (line 4-5). After the sample
has arrived, we push the sample pair into the sample FIFO (line 6) which I use for the
estimation of the linear regression parameters (line 7) and the expected error (line 8,
described below). If the latest expected error on the proper side of the regression, which
depends on which node has less energy left is lower than the user specified error, ni will
either go to sleep (lines 11) or send the approximated node nj to sleep mode (lines 13-17)
depending on which node has less energy left (line 10), as we mentioned before.The awaken
node will extrapolate the sleeping node’s samples.

Before we begin the sleep phase on ni or nj we inform the distant node of our battery
status Bi and of the inverted regression parameters the ni calculated (line 9). Then we
compare which of these has less energy left (line 10) on both sides simultaneously. We did
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 2: Adaptation (a), bargaining(extrapolation request (b), extrapolation response (c),
election (d)) and extrapolation (e) phases

not include the preemptive reaction to a GoSleep message in the algorithm for simplicity.
If a node (let’s say nj) receives a GoSleep message, it preemptively compares the battery
levels and if nj has less energy left it goes to sleep for tp. In other case, nj estimates ni
based on received ainv, binv parameters that ni calculated.

For further details and results see the Dynamic Sleep Scheduling chapter 3.1 through
3.4 in the dissertation

4.1.4 The Dynamic Sleep Scheduling System

The adaptive regression method (ARM) can operate only on two clusters at a time. In
order to enable fully distributed spatial-correlation aware sleep scheduling, the system has
to be paralleled and a network level framework has to be defined.

Thesis I.3. [J1] [C4] I’ve proposed a network level, adaptive, decentralized framework for
ARM called Dynamic Sampling Protocol (DSS) which supports mobility, is network failure
resistant, soft-state and supports gradual activation. Evaluations show, that it can double
the network lifetime even for a strict error target.

The nodes in the network are monitoring each other’s measurements, dynamically learn the
linear relations among them (if any), eliminate (send to sleep) the redundant nodes, and
estimate the deficient data. Each sensor node that executes the proposed method operates
in three phases: adaptation, bargaining (extrapolation request, extrapolation response,
election) and extrapolation. The protocol exploits the fact that the nodes close to each
other are usually well correlated. In addition, I make the assumption that these nearby
nodes can hear each other as well, and that the base station (one or more) has better
antennas and can transmit data with higher transmission power (powered by the local
power grid) than the ordinary sensor nodes.

In Fig. 2 (a) we can see the adaptation phase. In this example nodes Y1, Y2, and Y3 all
receive the packets transmitted by node X and execute the adaptive regression method for
that node. In Fig. 2 (b) we can see the extrapolation request step of the bargaining phase.
In Fig. 2 (c) we can see the extrapolation response step of the bargaining phase. Only
those nodes (from the vicinity of node X) answer the extrapolation request, whose model’s
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Figure 3: Adaptation (a) and power balancing (b) capabilities of the proposed method

expected inaccuracy is below the Tei user specified threshold of expected inaccuracy. In
Fig. 2 (d) we can see the election step in the bargaining phase. After having received
the candidates’ (nodes Y2 and Y3) actual power levels and inverse regression parameters,
node X selects the node that has sent the lowest power level (in my example Y 2). In Fig.
2 (e) we can see the extrapolation phase. In our example node Y2 is going to sleep for a
predetermined interval Tp, while node X extrapolates the samples and sends them to the
base station on behalf of node Y2.

For further details and results see the Dynamic Sleep Scheduling chapter 3.5 in the
dissertation

4.1.5 Parameter sensitivity analysis and comparison

In order to explore the capabilities of the model I empirically analyzed its behavior while I
changed the user specified expected inaccuracy parameter.

Thesis I.4. [J1] [C4] I’ve investigated, by means of simulations, the extrapolation error
made by the protocol in Thesis I.3. in comparison to the measurement-unaware clustering
methods. I showed that the protocol has significantly lower extrapolation error provided the
spatial-correlation of samples, and that it has strong power balancing capability. It can
provide 3 to 4 times lower sampling MSE than its reference for the price of 8% increase in
energy consumption.

In Fig. 3 (a) we can see a comparison between traditional deterministic clustering and
my proposed protocol in terms of generated error. Between seconds 10 and 40 I’ve generated
samples of high variation while in the rest of the time the variation was significantly lower.
The proposed protocol exploits the correlation structure of measurements as opposed to
clustering approaches, producing low extrapolation error even if there is high variation
in the generated samples, provided that the samples are correlated. The strong power
balancing capability of the protocol can be observed in Fig. 3 (b).

For further details and results see the Dynamic Sleep Scheduling chapter 3.6 through
3.8 in the dissertation
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4.2 Rare Event Forecasting

The third goal of my research was to develop distributed event forecasting schemes for
event-driven sensor networks that are based on explicit (such as fuzzy rules, time-space
signatures) rather than implicit (such as neural network like black box model) knowledge,
that can forecast various discrete events in the network and can provide a reliable confidence
level for each forecast so that sleep scheduling was possible even based on high level logical
patterns.

To explore the system’s behavior on borderline inputs, I’ve developed a non i.i.d. event
generator that can mimic event occurrences in the network that monitors vehicular traffic.
During the development of this system, I also devised a method that can estimate the
speed of any noise source based on a single event and using only a microphone for intensity
measurements.

Thesis II. [J2] [J3] [C5] [C6] [C7] I’ve proposed and evaluated a fully distributed, adaptive,
anytime and instance based event forecasting scheme for event driven WSNs. I have also
proposed a procedural and an iterative approach for event signature extraction. Further I
proposed a cheap single event noise source speed estimator, as well as a non i.i.d. event
generator.

4.2.1 The rare event forecasting method

I have formalized a framework and proposed an adaptive and scalable O(n2) anytime
algorithm that can predict rare events in the network. Moreover, for each forecast the
solution provides a bounded confidence level based on learned time-space signatures (TSS).

Thesis II.1. [C5] I’ve proposed and evaluated a fully distributed Θ(n2) event forecasting
scheme for event driven WSNs. The method is anytime, instance based, provides confidence
value for each forecast, and is built on explicit white-box signature database. It achieves
90% hit-ratio opposed to its reference (23%) in the studied scenario.

The event forecasting protocol has three modules: two parallel processes that collect events,
and one forecasting function. The first module is the Sampler process, which has the
highest priority, in order to ensure periodic sampling time; it collects target events, i.e., local
events that have to be forecasted (from the local node’s point of view). The second is the
Receiver process, which has lower priority; it collects events broadcasted by nearby nodes
(or delivered by the routing process, when data is routed from a remote sensor towards the
sink). Each node executes the same modules. From the local node’s point of view a simple
event is an event received from a nearby node, while a target event is an event detected
(sampled) by the local node itself.

When the ePredict(.) function is called on a ni node, the function predicts the next
target event on the same node, i.e., the next event that ni will detect by itself. If the
sampler process detects a target event on the local ni node, it broadcasts the event to the
vicinity. Each node (in the range) processes the received event (which is considered as a
simple event) by the help of the Receiver process. The extrapolation procedure can be
called at any time by the local node.

Algorithms 3 illustrate the event forecasting method. It has five parameters: the forecast
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Algorithm 3 [t,µ]=ePredict(res, forThr, Tdb, FIFO=histFIFO, TSSDB)

1: FIFOt(:) = FIFOt(:)− FIFOt(1)
2: T = []; j = 0
3: fori = 0 to Tdb− res by −res
4: for k = 1 to #TSSDB
5: cM(k, j) =count(FIFO, TSSDB{k})
6: FIFOt(:) = FIFOt(:)− res
7: T = [T , i]; j = j + 1
8: dM = diff(cM)
9: t(.) = T (fargmax(dM(., :)) + 1); µ(.) =fmax(dM(., :)) //means for each (.) value
10: t = t(fargmax(µ); µ = µ(fargmax(µ) //µ and t become scalar (MATLAB syntax)
11: if (µ < forThr)
12: abort() //if the confidence is too small

resolution res, the forecasting threshold forThr, the time coverage of the TSSDB Tdb,
the FIFO buffer which is a copy of the histFIFO, and the database of the time-space
signatures TSSDB. There is one separate TSS entry in the database for each local event
that has occurred. The resolution should be set according to the available resources. The
method returns a negative t value that indicates how much time is left until the next
forecasted local event. It also returns the µ confidence of the forecast.

First (line 1) we normalize the FIFO, which means that the latest event recorded will
be at time 0 and the events proceeding it will have negative relative times of occurrence.
Variable i will take values uniformly between 0 and the time coverage of the TSSDB
database, in res steps (line 3). We count how many events in the FIFO precede events
in a particular TSS (line 4-5, Algorithm 3) that has the same node ID, weighted by the
products of their detection confidence. After each such count, we shift the timestamps of
events in the FIFO by res (line 6), and store the value of the shift in T (line 07). The
resulting shift profile is stored in the cM matrix, where the n-th row represents the shift
profile between the FIFO and the n-th TSS. After differentiating (line 8) each shift profile
we have the match profiles stored in dM matrix.

After we built the match profiles, we go through each profile separately (row by row
in dB(rows, columns), line 9). For each row (.) we search for the first maximum, of
which index is returned by fargmax(). The time index of this maximum is in T at the
location fargmax() returned (which is the forecasted time), and the value of this particular
maximum is its confidence. Therefore, for each line (match profile) in dM we have one
forecast with its confidence. From these forecasts (which are as many as many rows in dM)
we chose (line 10) the forecast with the (first) highest confidence. If this confidence is higher
than the user specified forThr threshold, then the forecast is made, or else, discarded.

Basically I am matching a particular history in the FIFO buffer over the stored signatures
in a very robust way. The matching is not sensitive to missing or added events or to small
time variations (jitter). However, as the number of artifacts (e.g., measurements that are
most likely noise and not a real event) is increasing (as the number of TSSs) in the local
TSSDB database, the performance of this algorithm is decreasing. I address this problem
in Thesis II.4. and Thesis II.5.

For further details and results see the Rare Event Forecasting chapter 4.5 in the
dissertation
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4.2.2 Noise Source Speed Estimation

For the collection of events I used a small WSN deployed nearby various types of roads and
crossroads, where the sensors transformed the sampled waveforms generated by vehicles
into event descriptions that included the sensor’s location information, a time-stamp, and
the intensity of the signal as a degree of confidence in its detection. Later I devised a
method to estimate the speed of vehicles based only on a single event (single pass) using
the built in microphone on the nodes.

Thesis II.2. [J2] I’ve proposed and analytically modeled, as well as evaluated a method
for noise source velocity estimation based on a single event, is cheap to implement, and
there is no need for calibration. I have analytically shown the resolution of the scheme.
Using as low as a 1kHz sample rate, it can estimate the speed of a noise source (traveling
at 70km/h) with a ±0.2km/h uncertainty.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Satellite image of the configuration used for measurements (a) and the model of
measurements (b)

One of the eight analyzed topologies can be seen in Fig. 4 (a). Each node sampled the
built-in microphone at fs = 1/T = 4kHz with q = 8bit quantization. The nodes periodically

collected m = 400 samples, computed the In[rms] =
√
m−1

∑n∗m
k=(n−1)∗m+1(Sk)

2 root mean

square (RMS) intensity where Sk is the k-th sample, and stored it; thus, the effective
sampling resolution was Res = m ∗ T = 100ms, i.e., each second we had 1/Res = 10
intensity readings, stored in the node’s FLASH memory.

In Fig. 4 (b) we depicted the model of measurements to help derive the parameters of
the intensity curve we get when a car passes by a microphone. Suppose that the car is an
omni-directional source of sound waves which causes Ps = 1Pa local pressure deviation
from equilibrium atmospheric pressure at a distance Rs = 1m (this assumption will not
impact the model since we are only interested in ratios).

Since the acoustic pressure decreases with 1/r the distance from an acoustic point
source (in anechoic chamber, no air damping nor frequency dependence included) the sound
pressure at distance Rm from the source (at the microphone) is Pm = (Rs/Rm) ∗Ps, with
good approximation. To calculate Rm, we use the Pythagorean theorem: Rm =

√
l2 + x2;

therefore, Pm = (Rm)−1, assuming Ps = 1Pa and Rs = 1m.
Since the output voltage of a microphone is proportional to the incident sound pressure

Umic = C ∗ Pm the output voltage of the microphone (which is proportionally sampled
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by the nodes) is Umic(x) = C ∗ (l2 + x2)−1/2 where C[mV/Pa] is the transfer factor of the
microphone.
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Figure 5: The theoretical dUmic(t)/dt intensity curve (a) and the processing of the raw
signal (b)

Since the position of the car is x = v ∗ t where v[m/s] is the speed of the car and t[s] is
the time, Umic(t) = C ∗ (l2 + (v ∗ t)2)−1/2. Since we strive to avoid any major calibrations
on our nodes, we work with the derivatives dUmic(t)/dt = −C ∗ t ∗ v2 ∗ (l2 + (v ∗ t)2)−3/2.
This is the form of the first derivative of the intensity curve captured by the nodes when
a car passes by them, and is depicted in Fig. 5 (a). During the sampling we robustly
detect the time difference between the occurrence of the local maximum and minimum of
dUmic(t)/dt which is ∆t =

√
2 ∗ l ∗ v−1. Since we know the distance l, we have a single

event extrapolation for the v[m/s] = l ∗
√

2 ∗ (∆t)−1 speed of the cars.
Now lets consider a microphone, which is sampled at T = 100ms, a car which moves in

uniform rectilinear motion at v[m/s] speed and passes by the microphone. The distance
between the microphone and the car’s position at t = 0 is b = v ∗ t. We calculate the
∆v = v − vd which is the resolution of the measurements, where vd is the closest discrete
measurement possible to v where vd < v. Since vb = b/(t+ ∆tmin) and ∆tmin is equal to the
sampling period T (this is the maximum resolution in time) vb = b/(b/v+T ) = b∗v/(T ∗v+b).
Therefore the resolution at speed v is ∆v = v−vd = v− b∗v/(T ∗v+ b) = T ∗v2/(T ∗v+ b).

For further details and results see the Rare Event Forecasting chapter 4.3 in the
dissertation

4.2.3 Non i.i.d. Event Generator

Based on the retrieved data I devised a model that can generate similar events to what
was observed.

Thesis II.3. [J2] [C6] I’ve proposed a non i.i.d. event generator for event-driven wireless
sensor network development. The model reproduces auto-correlation structures (among
others), is validated against different types of real-world measurements, and passes the 0.05
confidence two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Please note, that this model does not mean to generate traffic, but events that are
caused by vehicular movement. Further, it must be consistent i.e. it must adhere to the
norm of sequences in a way that the output of the generator must generate sequences based
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on the LSs specified at the input, and by doing so, not introduce events based on unspecified
false sequences with regard to the norm. Please note that this is not a restriction on the
model, but a demand of consistency. We are free to generate events based on any LSs we
chose.

Algorithm 4 S = F (LS, sT, Jtλ, [Jmθ, Jmk], Poλ)

1: S = {}
2: for n = 1 to #LS
3: cs = 0
4: while cs ≤ sT
5: L = LSn

6: for m = 1 to |L|
7: Lt(m) = Lt(m) + exp(Jtλ)− Jt−1λ
8: cs = cs+burstProfile(cs, [exp(LSnλ), LS

n
Q, LS

n
P , LS

n
S ])

9: S = S ∪ (Lt(:) + cs);
10: S = S ∪ poissonPointProcess(Poλ)
11: Sµ(:) = gamma(Jmθ, Jmk)

Algorithm 4 defines the proposed event generator. The input parameters are as follows:
First LS represents the Local Sequences (#LS denotes how many sequences are inside
LS) we want to base our generated events on, where the upper index selects one of these
sequences (lets call the first sequence L = LS1) where the bottom index of L selects the
timestamps of events, and the brackets select one of the event. The following parameter sT
represents the time frame the generated events are meant to cover, Jtλ the parameter of the
exponential jitter added to events (mean λ−1), the [Jmθ and Jmk] pairs the parameters of
gamma distribution that generates the confidence of events, and finally Poλ the parameter
of a Poisson point process that generate random events representing false detection (mean
time between events Po−1λ ).

The generated events (line 1) are collected in the set S, which will be the result. For
each LS (line 2-9) we generate the event sequences (line 4-9) by starting the n-th local
sequence multiple times (on the same road multiple cars are passing through), until it
reaches the simulation end time sT . By starting I mean to copy the events of the n-th
LS (Ln) to the S set where the event’s timestamps are shifted (line 9). Between each
start there is an exponentially distributed random delay exp(LSnλ ) (line 8). The notation
Lt(:) + cs means (line 9) that we select the time stamp (t) of each ((:)) event from the L
local sequence and add to it cs (this is the shifting), which stores the offset when the L
local sequence is started and merged with the rest of the events in (S).

I also add a time jitter to each event (line 6-7), which follows exponential distribution
(shifted to zero mean) of parameters exp(Jtλ) (line 7). This jitter models the time deviations
between events in a particular sequence (each car has a different speed profile). Then, I
also add noise to the events, using a Poλ rate Poisson point process (line 10), i.e., the time
between noise events is of λ parameter exponential distribution (mean 1/λ). The noisy
events are uniformly distributed among the nodes. Finally, I generate the µ record for
each event in S which is of ∼ gamma(Jmθ, Jmk) distribution (line 11). This models the
inaccuracy of the detection.

As we can see (line 8) the inter arrival time (between sequence starts) is not i.i.d.,
since I introduced a burst profile function with four (LSnλ , LS

n
Q, LS

n
P , LS

n
S) parameters, that
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modulates the mean time between sequence starts (car arrivals). The car density profile in
my case is a simple zero mean linear composite repetitive function which introduces proper
auto-correlation to the events.

For further details and results see the Rare Event Forecasting chapter 4.4 in the
dissertation

4.2.4 Procedural signature extraction (P-SEM)

The problem is to estimate the local sequences, namely LS1 and LS2 from the noisy, mixed
and overlapped sequences.

Thesis II.4. [J3] [C6] I’ve proposed a solution to extract event signatures from noisy,
mixed and overlapped event sequences. The method is procedural and is based on double
hierarchical clustering. It can separate and extract multiple overlapped TSS, even in an
environment, where 10 false events are occurring each second with the same distribution as
the TSS targets.

First we introduce the norm between event sequences (this measures numerically the
similarity of two TSSs or any sequences). Let’s have two general event sequences SA =
{Aem, Aem−1, ..., Ae1|Ae ∈ E} and SB = {Ben, Ben−1, ..., Be1|Be ∈ E}. To calculate the
||SA, SB|| distance first we calculate the similarity matrix (between each pair of events)
using the following formula:

||Ae,Be|| =

 2 ∗
√
Aeµ∗Beµ

1+|Aet−Bet| ; if AeID=BeID,

0 ; otherwise
(1)

where 0 ≤ ||Ae,Be|| ≤ (Aeµ +Eeµ). As you can see, those pairs of events which cannot be
compared since their source identification numbers differ are associated with 0 distances
in the similarity matrix. Then, we find a maximum cost match with the Hungarian
Algorithm[19]. After we have the match with max cost maximum cost, the norm between
SA and SB is as follows:

||SA, SB|| = 1− max cost∑
∀e∈SA{eµ}+

∑
∀e∈SB{eµ}

(2)

where 0 ≤ ||SA, SB|| ≤ 1, which empirically means the adjusted percentage of µ records
belonging to events that could not be matched, i.e., if ||SA, SB|| = 0 then SA and SB are
exactly the same.

The first step is to cluster the TSSs into groups, i.e., find out how many similarity
groups are there, and which TSS belong to which group (first clustering), illustrated in
Fig. 6 (a). If we have an estimation of which TSSs are in the same group, we compress
each group into a single TSS, so that each group will be represented by a single TSS.
This is the second clustering which is applied to each group of events having the same ID
independently, and is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b).

During both cluster linking, we use the furthest neighbor norm, which uses the largest
distance between objects in the two clusters. Basically, after the first clustering we get
TSS groups in which even the most distant TSSs are less than tssMaxDistInGrp units
away from each other, i.e., they have approximately (1-tssMaxDistInGrp)*100% events in
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Illustration of the double clustering (similarity groups (a) and compression (b))

common. After TSS grouping we delete the groups in which are less than tssMinGroupNum
TSSs. These are the two parameters of the first clustering.

The second clustering is similar to the first, but on the level of events. The evtMaxDist-
InGrp parameter states the maximum possible distance (in time) for any pair of events in
the group, that will be represented by a single compressed event. The evtGroupStrength
determines the minimum strength of an event group, which can then form a single event
in the compressed TSS. The strength of a group is the sum of occurrence confidences of
events that form it. The event group represented by a single event in the compressed TSS
will have the average confidence of events that formed the group.

So the whole method has four parameters. Two for the first (TSS clustering) and
two for the second (TSS group compression) clustering. The resulting (compressed) TSSs
approximate the local sequences that generated the input (noisy) pattern.

For further details and results see the Rare Event Forecasting chapter 4.6 through
4.7 in the dissertation

4.2.5 Iterative Signature Extraction (I-SEM)

The goal of the signature extraction method is to continuously extract the unique event
sequences that are randomly occurring in the network.

Thesis II.5. [J2] [C7] I’ve proposed an iterative method, that can keep the TSS database low
on irrelevant events (artifacts, alien and overlapped sequences). The method is continuous
(on-the-fly adaptation), unsupervised and competitive. I’ve compared it to the competitive
Hebbian learning in the context of neural networks. It can distinguish two TSSs after 20
and separate after 200 events with a 15% noise count per TSS.

We introduce the notion of a dynamic cluster (DS) of events, which is an ordered
collection of events exactly like the TSSs, except that the events it contains are exposed
to various adaptation procedures discussed later. Each TSS, by their order of creation,
one-by-one goes through the following process. Suppose that we already have some dynamic
clusters (DSs) in the system, as Fig. 7 illustrates. The current TSS is compared to each
dynamic cluster (DS) and is fused with the closest one (lowest norm). However, if the
norm during each comparison does not fall under a certain max norm threshold, the TSS
is fused with a new (empty) dynamic cluster. The rest of the dynamic clusters (that were
not involved in the fusing process) are aged.
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Figure 7: Visualizing the TSS creation process within the nodes
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Figure 8: Evolution of a dynamic cluster (DS) after each adaptation step

In Fig. 8 a dynamic cluster (DS) is presented as it evolves in time by adaptation, i.e.,
it’s the state of the cluster after each adaptation step. The events in this illustration are
grouped ID-by-ID (from top to bottom, starting from ID 1 to ID 5), since the adaptation
process is run independently on events grouped by their source ID.

There are only four adaptation steps we can apply to a DS: creation, tuning, local-aging
and general-aging. Only the soft events belong and are stored in the DS. The training events
belong to a particular TSS we fuse with the DS. They are visualized only for illustration so
that we can explain how the training events (from a particular TSS) train the soft events
in the DS.

In step 0 the DS is empty and in step 1 it receives its first TSS (boxed in vertically).
Five identical soft events are created, but with a half µ detection confidence. From step
(2..4, ID5) a single soft event adaptation can be seen. In step (3..4, ID2) it can be seen
that if there is more than one soft event with the same source ID, only those events are
adapted which are the closest to the training events. In steps (3, ID1), (16, ID2), (22, ID1)
we see that if there are more training events than soft events a new event will be created
with a half µ.
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The soft events that could be paired with a training event are updated (best match
adaptation) according to the following formulas:

SEvt =
SEvµ

SEvµ + TEvµ
SEvt +

TEvµ
SEvµ + TEvµ

TEvt (3)

SEvµ =
1

2
(SEvµ + TEvµ) (4)

where SEv and TEv are a soft event and a training event, respectively, which have been
paired by the Hungarian Method (second usage of the method - for instance during (3..4,
ID2)-, the first was during norm calculation).

There are two types of aging. Global aging occurs when in a particular step the DS is
not touched (adapted) - see (11, ID1-5). Local aging concerns the events of an adapted
DS that were not involved in the adaptation - see (5,ID4), (20,ID1). Aging means that
we decrease the µ record of all the affected events by a small aging by constant. When
the µ detection confidence of an event decreases under a min mu threshold (in our case
0.01) the event is deleted from the DS - see (5, ID4), (21, ID2), (22, ID1). Similarly, if a
particular DS has less than 2 events, then it’s deleted from the node’s memory. The DSs
tend to take the form of the similarity groups (in our model generated by LS1 and LS2

LSs) that are present in the measurements.

For further details and results see the Rare Event Forecasting chapter 4.6 and 4.8 in
the dissertation
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5 Applicability of new results

The objective of this dissertation was to propose sample/measurement aware adaptive sleep
scheduling methods and a distributed event forecasting scheme for wireless sensor networks.
All the methods proposed were implemented and demonstrated on several occasions.

The method for adaptive local extrapolation proposed in Thesis I can be used to
spare energy when communication overhead is not acceptable. The scheme is adaptive,
and it can detect if the successive measurements are not correlated, in which case it
switches back to a deterministic sampling mode. Researchers and engineers can deploy this
method transparently in an Environment Observation and Forecasting System (EOFS)
since environmental measurements are likely to be correlated (networks like CORIE and
LAERT[20]), further application is in Remote Ecological Micro-Sensor Networks like the
PODS[21] project where the University of Hawaii built wireless network of environmental
sensor to investigate why endangered species of plants will grow in one area but not in
neighboring areas. They collect mainly weather data like temperature, humidity, pressure,
etc. that are usually well correlated so the local extrapolation method can achieve higher
energy savings without significant overhead and by doing so, extend the global lifetime of
such networks.

Also in Thesis I I proposed a fully distributed spatial-correlation aware sleep scheduling
method, which does not require synchronization or localization. It can be gradually enabled
on the network, ranging from the deterministic mode to the fully adaptive operation, where
the method spares as much energy as the spatial-correlations and the user specified threshold
of expected inaccuracy permit. The solution has strong energy balancing capabilities and
it supports mobile environment. It is robust, since it can operate even if the network
is broken up to isolated segments or consists of nodes suffering from frequent failures.
The communication is only local, so there is minimal network-wide radio interference
induced. Also, similarly to the local extrapolation method, if there is no spatial-correlation
present, then the network switches back to the deterministic sampling mode, but only on
that network segment where the linear association is under a threshold. Researchers and
engineers can deploy this method in order to significantly extend the global lifetime of
the network, especially in case of applications where the goal is to continuously monitor a
large field with measurements being spatially correlated. It can find applications in habitat
monitoring, networks like the Great Duck Island (GDI) system[22], Smart Energy networks
that improve the efficiency of energy-provision chain, which consists of 3 components,
the energy-generation, distribution, and consumption infrastructure, since the energy
consumption between households are well correlated.

The event forecasting method proposed in Thesis II is formulated universally, so it can
be used in several applications. The method is anytime, so the computation resources
can be dynamically allocated to this process. If we increase the computational resources
allocated to the process, the forecasting precision will increase. The method is robust in the
sense that it can tolerate significant noise (missing or noisy events that randomly pop-up)
as well as varying computational resources allocated to the process. The method can be
deployed in applications like target localization[23][24], distributed entity tracking[25][26],
surveillance[27] etc. These systems, but also dynamic sampling protocols or early warning
systems require some level of event forecasting. Distributed track prediction techniques
predict likely future trajectories based on current information and instruct sensor nodes to
continue tracking the entity. Dynamic sleep scheduling techniques predict the network
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segments a new event will probably affect; based on this information, only these selected
segments will be in high resolution sampling mode, generating high energy savings and
extending thus the network lifetime. The single event object velocity estimator can be
used in cheap hardware like sensor nodes since it only relies on an inbuilt microphone. The
event generator can be independently used in similar research areas, since it is validated,
takes into account the autocorrelation and burstiness of the traffic the events are based on.
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